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� �	� �	��� ���� : )5/1 (����   1. H-mans destroy the natural homes of the animals.  2. Plan-ts are really ama-ing but not so much a like.  3. Ac- ually are learned many interesting about sc-entiests 'lives.  4. He did not at-end school and learned s-ience by reading books in the library himself.  5. I am plan-ing  for summer vacation.  6. Some countries attar-t  a lot of To-rists.    B : �	��� 	����� ��	� 
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 &��� �% ).)5/1 (����     Develop / healthy / international / plain / entertainment / road / domestic / continuously   7. Domestic flights are cheaper than ……………………….. flights.  8. As a hard-working student, he studied his lesson ………………….. .  9. A ……………………….. breakfast can give you more energy.  10. Some of my friends think that there is not a lot to do for ……………………. In a small town.  11. Farmers grow plants, fruits and vegetables on this large ……………………. .  12. This book can ……………………… your speaking skill.    C :���� )	*+�
 
� ,-�% &�./0 .)1 (����   13. I am going to …………………… my studying hours. I want to become a pilot.   a) imagine b) connect       c) search         d) increase  14. The driver lost …………………………… and the bus went in to the rivers.   a) control b) attack       c) exercise         d) danger  15. The teacher taught the lesson……………………….. to help the weaker student.   a) angrily b) patiently       c) generously         d) nationally  16. Do you know how languages were ………………………….. ? I think by traveling.   a) imagined b) invented       c) developed         d) pleasant    D : ���� �1 
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% �	��� ,-�% �2$ 	� .)2 (����   17. When Ben was doing his homework, he .............. a text message from his friend.(get)  18. She……………….. football at this moment yesterday afternoon.(play)  19. The lion is the ………………………. animal in the jungle. (power)  20. When I saw them ……………………….. the morning , they were sitting ……………….. the top          Of the stairs.(at , in , on , out)  
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� �.9 !	" &���2 (����   21. help / you / your / brother / should / his / younger / lessons / with / ?  22. this / most / problem / the book / of / the / is / difficult/ .    F : ) .���� �*:� 
� ;�"	�"	� &���1 (����   23.  a) visitor b) trip       c) journey         d) travel  24.  a) heart b) brain       c) hurt         d) blood  25.  a) grow up b) develop       c) destroy         d) increase  26.  a) local b) international       c) domestic         d) national    G :  &���)	*+�
 
� 7-	�� ) .����5/0 (����   27. Not your country, another country. (                          )  28. Different things of the same kind.(                     )   a) flight b) range       c) abroad         d) local    H : ) .���� ��	� 
� �.9 �=�# %5  �	>=?
 	�5/0 (����   29. You must take this ………………………..  as the doctor says.  30. he asked me to wait for a …………………………… .     I : ) ��"% ��	� @-	1 	" A-�1 &� � ���
5*� 
� �.9 B+�2 (����     Great men think hard about everything. They try to solve many of our problems. When thinking about the things, they don’t thing about everyday  life. So they forget to eat and drink for some times .They are not  like many of us because they are always busy doing something for the whole world not just for their countries.   31. When don’t they think about everyday life?  32. Do you like to be like them ? why?  33. They like to think about their problems. True  / false  34. They think like many of us. True  / false    ………………………………………………………………….…………..      With the best wishes. Reza Bayat  


